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Side One
Wills:

First of all let me introduce this thing so these

people that are transcribing it will know.
Brooks:

Okay.

Wills:

All right.

This is the first i n a series of

interviews with D. W. (David William) Brooks conducted in his
office at Gold Kist on June 9, 1987.

Now, I believe what we

will do is we'll start with your childhood.

Mr . Brooks, if

you don't mind, would you tell us what you recall of it and
just begin there .
Brooks:

We'll start there .

Well,

I was born and reared over at Royston,

Georgia. I guess the thing that distinguished Royston at that
time was Ty ( Tyrus Raymond ] Cobb, who was supposed to be the
greatest baseball player of all time.
member of my family .

I

was the youngest

I had three b roth ers and one sist er and

I was the youngest one of the group .

So Ty Cobb, when he

would come home from playing baseball in the summer, he always
somehow thought he had to look after me (laughter).

So he

would bring me a whole lot of mitts , and bats, and gloves, and
pictures, and everything, and I had a room full of stuff that
he brought me.

Then he decided he was going to make me

another Ty Cobb, so he showed me how to bat .

So I'm right-

handed, but he made me bat left-handed because he said you had
two steps towards first base advantage by batting left-handed,
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and you could outrun them to first base.

So he started me

batting left- handed.
Well,

of course,

it so happened I

did right well in

baseball and was captain of the team during all my high school
years, which wasn't very long as I will explain later.

But

when I went to the University of Georgia, Ivy Wingold was the
coach, and he had played with the Cincinnati Reds, the big
league.

I went down and played a little bit, one or two days .

But he said he thought I was real good and I might make the
team,

but

I

was

going to

take agriculture,

afternoon I had some kind of laboratory.

and so every

He said I had to

make up my mind whether I was going to play baseball or go to
college [laughter].

So I told him I believe I'd best go to

college and I'd forget my baseball career, which I did.
Now, my father was a merchant and a farmer.
department stores in northeast Georgia .

He had five

Back in those days

they were rather large businesses because there were lots of
farmers and the roads were such that women could not come to
Atlanta to shop.

They had to shop in the small country towns .

Consequently, my father had everything in the store .
said " from needles to caskets. "

They

(Laughter]

He had fifteen

clerks in his store at Royston, for example.

I don't believe

there are fifteen clerks in Royston today.

(Laughter]

But

anyway, back then that was big business, and he had not only
a store at Royston, but he had one at Lavonia and Carnesville- had five all together, and the firm was Brooks and Tabor.
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Well,

it

so

happened

that

I

personally

outdoors , and I liked to hunt and fish.

liked

the

So consequently, I

did not go to town unless I had to [laughter).

I found out

that, if I stayed up on the farm, that when it rained I could
either go fishing or I
around town much .

could go hunting.

I

did not hang

You always know how to handle your daddy

because it ' s very simple.

He said to me one day, asked me,

didn't I get tired of hunting and fishing?

I told him really

I didn't, but if he thought it'd be best I'd come downtown and
hang around the pool room with the other boys, if he thought
that'd be better .
fishing."
Now,

He said,

" No, you just keep hunting and

So that concluded that deal.
I

guess fortunately or unfortunately,

you never

know, but when I started in first grade in grammar school I
was not quite six.
few weeks anyway.
a

wonderful

I was going to be six in a week or so, a
So my teacher was a great teacher.

person,

missionary .

and

later

she

went

to

She was

China

as

a

But at Christmas time she said to me that she

thought I was getting along unusually well, and that I ought
not to stay in the first grade, that I ought to go on to the
second grade.

So she pushed me up a grade.

Apparently I got

along rather well in school, and so consequently my grades
were good,

and I

didn't have to really work as hard as I

should have in grammar school .
But anyway, when I got to high school, I decided by then
that I was getting up some ambition to move ahead and get in
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a hurry.

So I decided that maybe [if] I'd cut off a grade in

grammar school, I ought to try to cut off one in high school.
So it wasn't as simple as you might think because of the fact
that in a small country town that way the schools were not
really that good.

But anyway,

I

talked my professor into

saying-- into going to the University of Georgia.

I told him

if he'd go over there and try, he could get me in, and so he
carne back and said that I had to take three exams,

that I

didn't have enough credits, and I had to take three exams if
I cut off my last grade in high school, year in high school.
He said I had to take an exam in math, and one in history, and
one in French.
problem.

Now,

I liked math, so I figured that was no

I could pass the math, and, of course, history, you

just read history.

There's no problem on that one, but the

French one had me mixed up because I had no French teaching
(and] knew nothing about pronunciation . [Phone rings)
me a second .

Excuse

(Cut off]

Well, so consequently, when I went over to take the exam,
and I had to determine whether to go on to the university or
stay in high school, I decided, "Well, I'll take math first
because I like math and I'll see if I can pass it ."

Well, I

had no problem passing it and then history was simple, so I'd
had no trouble.

But naturally, when I went in to (see) the

French professor, I was very nervous because I was afraid he
was going to ask me some oral questions.
going to be " ooey ooey monsooey ."

If he did,

(La ughter)

it was

But fortunately
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he gave me a written exam,
Well,

and I

had read a

French book.

he came out after he graded my exam and said,

Brooks, you did real well, " said,
years of French? "
actually I

"Have you had one or two

I said, "Just one. "

had had none.

"Mr.

(Laughter)

Of course,

But anyway that got me in,

and

that's what I was figuring that I wanted to do.
Well, I don ' t know that I was particularly bright, but
maybe I was.

I guess young in life,

if you figure somehow

that you are sort of the top student in school, that somehow
you are a little brighter than somebody else .
of course, you have no credit for that.

But actually,

I told them I maybe

had the big head to some extent until I was converted to the
church in high school .
guess if I

I guess-- I was a Methodist,

were Baptist they'd say I was born again .

but I
But

anyway, I had a real conversion, and so consequently I began
to read the Bible, and,

of course,

one of the things that

always was hard to understand was the story of the talents,
because I

was worried about that poor fellow that had one

talent and lost it .

It just looked like a very unjust thing .

On the other hand, I began to realize that if the Lord had
given you a special talent, then you were responsible, that it
wasn't you; you didn ' t deserve anything.

You just--somebody

handed you something and you're going to be responsible for
it, so you better measure up to your responsibility.
So consequently I could hear around town, you know, that
here he is, he's bright, he's the top student, going to be the
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valedictorian, and all like that, and then you'd hear once in
awhile,

"He's smart enough to be president. "

See, well,

I

never had any particular desire to be president, but you hear
all that thing and [it] sort of runs your ego up, I guess, to
where you figure maybe somehow or another .

But , as I said,

later I began to realize that I didn't deserve a ny credit.
I

If

ever had a ny unusual talents it was because it had been

given to me.

I had not earned it.

But anyway, when I got

into college, I figured, " Well, I'm in a big hurry here now so
I just as well to finish (sic] this off in three years.
use waiting around ."
time.

No

So I started taking extra work all the

I mean, I didn't take just regular (work) there, but

even so, taking agriculture, and everybody thought I was nuts
taking agriculture.

Since I was supposed to be the bright

student, they thought I'd be a doctor or a lawyer or something
because agriculture was

the bottom of the whole economic

ladder, and everybody thought I was stupid taking agriculture.
They couldn't understand it because they said if I was
bright

that

I

ought

to

be

in

some

high

profession.

I

shouldn't fool with agriculture, which was the bottom of all
the economic ladder .

So everybody was rather critical of the

fact that I decided I wanted to take agriculture.

But I liked

the open spaces, and I liked farming, and I liked crops.

I

liked to see things grow and everything appealed to me in that
then.

Then I was worried about the economics.

I couldn't

quite understand why farmers were not prosperous,

why they
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didn't do well.

So I

had an

inquiring mind to see what

happened, what's wrong with it here .
So consequently, when I went over there, in agriculture
you had to take lots of science.

Now, I noticed these A.B.

(Bachelor of Arts] students, all of them who were trying to
make honors, they avoided science like a plague.

I mean, you

couldn't get one of them into a science course to save your
neck

'cause you

genetics,

and

agriculture.

get over

all

the

in

physics,

sciences

that

and
you

chemistry,
had

to

and

take

in

Boy, you couldn't get one in there to save your

neck because that would ruin his average.

But all the ag

(agriculture] students had to take it and needed to take it,
too.

And, of course, I took lots of science because I became

heavily involved in science.
I loved science.
I

It was very intriguing to me.

almost got in lots of trouble.

I

In fact,

got so inveigled in

science, I loved it so much, that I'd stay up a l l night and
read all night. I wouldn't have time to eat or sleep hardly,
and I was living in a very devout Presbyterian home.

Well,

that's during a period when there is supposed to be a conflict
between science and religion, and it was terrible and finally
ended up in the monkey trial [Tennessee v . John Thomas Scopes]
up in Dayton, Tennessee, which was a head-on collision between
William Jennings Bryan and our Chicago lawyers, see, fighting
each other over science and religion.

So in this Presbyterian
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home they got very much concerned that I was going to end up
as an atheist because I was so inveigled in science .
Yet, actually it didn't work out that way at all because
after I really dug in and I spent enough time to where I could
really understand how you put things together, and how this
world and this universe was put together and was ordered, it
was so perfect that I would read all night about it , and then
I ' d go and sit down and think.
unbelievable.

This

unbelievable. "

is

Then

I

I'd think,

"Well,

this is

the most perfect thing--it's

just

would

this

soon

couldn't just accidentally happen.

realize

that all

It was too perfect.

If it

was one thousandth of one percent off it would blow apart .
But it wasn't one thousandth of one percent (off] .
perfect

from

the

beginning .

So consequently,

It was

instead of

destroying my faith, I think it greatly strengthened my faith
that we had a supreme being that worked all this out, and put
it together, and it had an order .
how the order was, and,

All you had to do is learn

if you could learn the order,

you

could understand how all this was put together.
To
things.

illustrate

what

I'm

talking

about,

two

or

three

I was up at Rockefeller University, which is a small

university,

but they have an unbelievable number of Nobel

Prize winners, a large number.

Brilliant, they just had all

brilliant people , and I was up there talking to one of the
scientists a few years ago, and he said, " Well, we are like a
bunch of pickpockets. "

(Laughter)

He says, "The Lord has got
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all these things set up, and all we do is finally find one and
pull it out.

And once in awhile, we find out what he's done. ''

That's the way this thing works out.

Now consequently,

I became so enmeshed in science that I liked it and I did well
in it, I mean, as far as my grades because I was overloaded.
Really I had a whole lot more subjects than I was supposed to
have.

I was overloaded, but, anyway, I still did well.

So

consequently, I decided, "Well, I can do this thing in three
years if I really work at it."

But my last year I had every

period filled from eight-thirty Monday morning until Saturday
afternoon.

I didn't have a single period open .

all filled, but I finished in three years .

I had them

Later, as I moved

along through college, I got interested in economics 'cause I
couldn't understand why farmers were starving to death and
somebody else was getting rich.
was true and how it was true.

I wanted to find out why that
So two things that really gave

me tremendous interest were science and economics , and so I
put them two together,

I guess,

in trying to put the whole

thing together.
Well consequently, I finished, and I really had planned
to

get

out

agriculture .
pattern.

in

business.

I

figured

I 'm

going

out

in

I was going to change that whole agricultural

They were doing it wrong, and I was going to get it

done right.

But I was only nineteen years old , and so the

president of the university offered me a place on the faculty.
Well , of course, you're trying to be independent, you know,
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and I said, "Well, okay, I'm willing to do that if you'll let
me take more degrees,

if I can work on my masters and then

work on towards my Ph . D.
be willing to teach ."

I'm young; I'm nineteen. Okay, I'd

He said,

"That's all right.

young and single, and if you can do it,

You are

if you can do your

full-time job as a professor and then take your masters too,
okay.

Go on with your Ph.D ."

I can do it.

I've been loaded for a long time.

stay loaded. "
Well,

" Well, " I said, "Okay, I think

I

I think I can

So he gave me a place on the faculty.
got along apparently real well .

Lots of my

students were older than I was, but in many ways I was an old
man.

I mean, I was very serious- minded, and I wanted to get

everything done.
the students.

So consequently I got along real well with
Some of the professors would say to me,

don't understand it.
of your lectures.
do?

"We

All the students are very complimentary

They say they're great.

Now what do you

What are you doing to make them say that? "

me explain it to you. "
twenty or thirty years.

I said, " Let

I said, " You fellows have been here
You know your subject so well that

you assume your students know a lot more than they actually
know,

and you are talking over their heads, and they don't

understand it.

Now , I have just gotten out of school, and I

know how ignorant the students are [laughter), so consequently
I lecture from the viewpoint they don't know anything, and you
lecture from

the viewpoint they know everything,

nearer right than you are."

(Laughter]

and

I'm
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I said, "That's the reason why the students like me is
because I try to make it as simple as I can make it, even a
complex subject.

I'll try to figure out every way I can think

of to make that subject simple to the students, and so I think
the students realize that to some extent and they appreciate
it because I am trying to work with them to where they can
pick it up and not talk over their heads."
real well with the students.

So I got along

They were very kind and very

helpful to me.
But like many other things in life, always something is
coming along to change your thinking or change your life .

So

agriculture got, instead of getting in better shape, got to
getting in worse shape and kept going downhill.
the summer off to help farmers
cotton cooperative.
could do well.

organize a

I had taken

cooperative,

a

My economic studies indicated that they

They could make a whole lot more money than

they were making,

and they definitely needed to do it if

they'd do that.

But unfortunately the management of the

cooperative was very poor.

He was a

farmer,

but he just

didn't understand economics; he didn't understand whole lots
of things, and so consequently the thing was going to rack and
ruin.

They were losing money, and so I decided maybe I ought

to pull out and try to save it if I could, and, if necessary,
put in another one if that one couldn't be saved.
Well, that wasn't as simple as you might think.

When I

resigned from the university, the president of the university
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thought I resigned because of the fact that we were promoted
every three years, and he said I was young and impetuous , and
that I was upset because of promotion, and he thought that was
my trouble .

The fact that I had started as a professor at

nineteen probably was

a

little unusual

in the university

because I don't imagine there were many professors who started
at nineteen .

He evidently thought I had a bright future at

the university, and so in about a week or ten days after I
left, and I went over to Carrollton where I was going to do
all these things, he called me and said--in about a week, I
guess, maybe less--said that it was very urgent that I come
back to the university immediately, that he had a matter that
had to be handled, and would I please rush to the university.
Well,

I

was reared over at Royston,

beyond Athens, and so I

Georgia.

It was over

told him I was going horne for the

weekend, and I would come back by the university on Monday
morning and visit with him.
Well, when I went in to see him on Monday morning he said
to me, "Now I've got everything all worked out .

I've got this

thing worked out for you, and I'm going to promote you over
these people who've been here twelve or fifteen years, going
to double your salary, and I'm going to get you all fixed up ."
Well,

of course,

I

could tell

[laughter) he had done.

he was very proud of what

Well, that put me in an impossible

situation because of the fact that he had gone to lots of
trouble, and it greatly worried me because I didn't intend to
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come back.

I didn't care what he offered me because I had

made up my mind that I could change farmers, that I could make
them do better than what they were doing, and I could do it
quicker in an organization than I could staying on as teacher.
So it put me
finally

I

in a

said,

terrible position.

"Well,

Dr.

[Andrew M.)

So I

said to him,

Soule,

I'm deeply

indebted for what you're trying to do, but I just can't come
back to the university. "

That sort of shocked him because he

figured that there he had given me the world with a

ring

around it.
Then he said, " Well, what [are) you going to do? "

And I

told him this idea that I was going to develop this co-op deal
and make it work.

Well, that made him madder than ever.

really got mad then,

got red,

turned red in the face,

He
and

started cussing, and finally said the damn little co-op was
going broke and I was going to starve to death.

Well, that

upset me to some extent, of course, but I said to him, " Well,
we've got over a million farmers starving, and if just one
more starves it really won't matter much anyway. "
and walked out.

So I got up

Well, it was a horrible confrontation.

You

can realize that because he was a--but I finally said to him,
"Now, don't think I'm ungrateful.
lots of trouble to do this,

Now, I know you've gone to

and I'm terribly sorry that my

answer is no, but it's just I'll never be happy or satisfied
unless I try my economic ideas.
probably are.

They might be crazy and they

You are right: I'll go rope broke, but I have
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got to try them, and there's nothing for me to do except walk
ou t.

I ' ve just got to do it. "

crazy. "

"Well, you 're

And I said, " Well, I probably am. "

Well,
father.

So he said,

the

worst thing

I

had

though,

really,

was

my

I'm sure that in a little old town like Royston, two

thousand people ,

he'd probably been all over town telling

everybody he had a son n ineteen years old, a professor over at
the university, and bragging about it.

And here I went home

and told him that I was going to leave, and he got me in a
room and sat me down.
terrible mistake ."

He said,

" D.

W. ,

you're making a

He said, " Because you've gone over there

and learned all these n ew wrinkles o n science--agriculture ,
science, and economics --that you can change farmers because
they are starving to death.

But what you don't understand is

they'd whole lot rather starve than change,
understand that. "
believe it.

I said , " No I don't understand it .

I think I can change them."

you can't change t h em .
Well,

and you don ' t
I don ' t

And he said, " No,

You ' re making a terrible mistake . "

you can realize that under those conditions it

wasn't a very happy move .

I

mean it was--everything was

downbeat, and, of course, it shook my confidence, I guess, to
some extent because I thought, "Well now, I must be crazy to
believe I can do this thing. "
to believe I could do it.

But anyway, I was crazy e nough

But thinking backwards, it wasn't

maybe too bad in a way because it made me so determined to win
that I decided, " Well, I'm going to show them that I can do
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it, that I am not crazy, that I know what I'm doing."
had--fortunately you get some breaks.
learn in life.

So I

That's one thing you

If you try to do something that's worthwhile,

first thing you know you get help.

Somebody will come to your

help, and somebody you don't even suspect.

But they'll come

and help you, and so you get more help than you realize.
Well,

I

talked with the banker here in Atlanta, and I

said to him I had been fortunate in many ways in my economic
studies .

I

had worked out lots of economics,

and in 1929

before the bust I had saved a reasonable amount of money.
had not spent any.
anything,
money

I didn't have any extravagant habits or

and so I had saved my money.

in stocks and

I

in commodities,

Yet I

had put the

in cotton.

The stock

market just kept going up, and that was the only reason, and
so one morning in May I woke up and I thought, "Well, this is
crazy .

Here I'm supposed to be an economist and here I am

just slapping money in the stock market and in commodities
just because they're going up.

Now, I better take some time

here and check this thing out . 11
so I took several weeks, and, when I got through working
it out, I decided the stock market was going to blow all to
pieces, and it was going to blow everything else with it.
so . . . but I did it twice.
I thought,

11

And

The first time it looked so bad

Well, it can't be this bad.

It's just something's

got to- - it couldn't possibly be this bad, and I better run it
again."

So I went through the second time,

but when I got
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through the second time, I come out with the same answers and
I decided,

"Brother, this thing's going to blow.

So what I

better do is sell everything I've got, and put it in cash, and
try to put it where I won't lose it, put it in the bank that
I think will survive, " because I thought lots of banks would
go broke with the debt .

Well, anyway, because of that I had

a reasonable amount of money.

I never lost a dime during the

depression, and in addition to that I had two thousand bales
of cotton.
Now, when I went to sell my stocks, the broker who had
been buying for me, oh, he just jumped all over me .
" You are crazy. "
going good.
ride up.

He said,

He said, " The market just started good, just

You're a young man; you've got enough here to

You need to ride. "

want to ride any more.

I said, " Now, you ride.

I don't

I've ridden all I want to ride."

So

consequently I finally said to him - -he kept arguing with me.
I finally said to him, " Now, do you want to sell the stocks or
not?

Now, if you don't want to sell them, I'll go and get me

another broker. "

Well,

reckon I'll do it."
sell them."

he said,

" If you're that stupid,

I said, " I'm that stupid.

I

Now, you just

I made him sell them, but then I had two thousand

bales of cotton.
so I carne to Atlanta.

I had been offered a price for it

here in Atlanta based on this futures market.

I walked in

this cotton office and said to them that I wanted to sell my
cotton.

Well,

immediately that crowd said,

" Well,

you're
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crazy.

We know it's going up four more cents a pound, and

that's forty thousand dollars.

Just think what you could do

with forty thousand dollars, young man. "
keep the forty.

Well, I said, " You

You just let me have mine right now ."

" Oh, "

they said, " you're making the worst mistake you'll ever make
in your life. "

I says, "Well, I'm going to make it. "

in finally such a rile.

I got

There was a piece of paper on that

fellow's desk, and I reached over and got it, and I wrote out :
As of this minute the market is so-and-so.

You are hereby

authorized and directed to fix the price on my cotton as of
this minute.

I signed it and I handed to him and I said, " Now

brother , it's your cotton .

Now, you hand me my money. "

And

so I got my money.
Well,

my oldest brother--I hate to admit this , but he

went to Tech [Georgia Institute of Technology].

[Laughter]

He was an electrical engineer from Tech, and he had developed
a technique to put silver on steel and make silverware a whole
lot cheaper than you could any other way .

He had gone to

England, the home of silverware, in Sheffield, England, where
the first silverware was ever built and built a silverware
factory over there.

So he was living in England.

So he had

been paying my way over, but I had enough money then .

I was

fixed up, and so I cabled him I was coming to see him after I
sold everything.

So I got .

[Cut off]

End Of Side One
Side Two
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Wills:

All right, can we pick up from there?

You went

to see your brother .
Brooks:

So I went to see him, and I told him, I said,

"If you own anything in the United States, you better sell it
and get it in cash ."

Now before I left, I had some friends,

a fellow who was manager of the Woolworth company and another
one who was manager of a hardware outfit.

I went and talked

with them, and I told them what I had done.

Now I said, "Now,

I might be nuts, but I don't think so.
I'm doing.

I think I know what

Now, if I were you, sell everything you have and

get it in cash, "

which they did.

Well,

when I

got to

England and talked to my brother, I went over there with him,
and then I went on over to Paris and I ran into two fellows
that I knew over there,

and I

told them.

I

said,

might be crazy, but I think I know what I'm doing."

"Now, I
And I got

them to the cable office and wrote out the cables-- to sell
what they had--to their family and they signed them.

Then

they got into an argument, and decided that maybe I was wrong,
and tore up the cables right after I got them signed.
both of them went broke later.

Well,

I mean the crash came and just

wiped everything and everybody out, you know, terrible.

But

fortunately, I didn't get caught in that, and so consequently
I had some money, not a whole lot of money, but I had a fair
amount of money.
Now,

when I

came and talked with the banker here

Atlanta about financing me, I was very fortunate.

in

He was the
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president of the Citizens & Southern Bank,
biggest bank in this part of the world.
about

the

poverty,

and

the

hunger,

and

which was the

So I told him all
the

nakedness

of

farmers, and, by the time I got what is now Gold Kist started,
the per capita income was down to seventy-two dollars for a
year's work.

Well, you can realize we had as much poverty as

you have in Africa, or South America, or Asia today or worse,
and it was horrible .

So I told him, I said, " Now, I've got

enough money to finance the salaries of what I'm planning to
do.

I do not have enough money to finance the operation. "

said, " Well, I'll help you.

He

I'll help you and you go ahead

and do that."
I did not know at that time anything about his life or
his

background,

but

I

found

out

later

that

it was maybe

accidental, but surely somehow or another it happened.
fellow had plowed a mule 'til he was twenty-one years old.

The
He

had a seventh grade education, and had gotten a job at a bank
down in south Georgia sort of as janitor, and was figuring
he'd learn banking and move up in the bank.

Well, he told me,

he said, "I don't generally tell my life story to many people.
I don't discuss it, see. "
" But," he said, " I was a seventh grade student there on
a rocky farm starving to death. "
get off some way. "
sort of as janitor.

He said, " I figured I had to

He went over to the bank and got the job
But he was thinking how to learn some

banking, but he said, " Now, I soon realized I wasn't going to
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make it with a seventh grade education. "

But he said,

didn't have any money to go back to school. "

"I

So he said, " I

went over to the school and got the eighth grade books and
started
twelfth.

studying,

and

then

the

ninth,

tenth,

eleventh,

And all the college level banking books that I could

study and read. "
He said, " For ten years I studied every night.
miss a

single night for ten years.

I didn't

Now," he said,

"that

wasn't as good as going through high school and college, but
it was better than staying as a seventh grade student."

I

think he got to be cashier of the bank and maybe president,
but Chase came along and found him--he was brilliant--and
carried him to New York and made him a
something of Chase.

vice chairman of

Then he came back to Atlanta and built

the C&S Bank here in Atlanta, which is the biggest bank in
this part of the world .
So the fellow said to me, he said, "When you came in and
told me all about these farmers starving to death, being naked
and everything, " he said, "I understood every word you said. "
He said, " I had come off of that kind of a situation. "

You

see, I was unusually fortunate there because if I had to start
Gold Kist now with an Atlanta banker, I couldn't find one that
even

saw a

mule,

much

less

fortunate in that respect.
started, don't you see.

ever

plowed

one .

So

I

was

But, anyway, that sort of got me
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I started getting the farmers together.
had

happened,

it was

a

But, see, what

terribly discouraging

time and

a

discouraging situation because everything the farmers had
tried had gone broke .

They had organized several co-ops.

They had had a cotton co-op; they had had a peach co-op; they
had had a pecan co-op; they had had a peanut co-op; they had
had them all.

They all went broke.

Every one of them went

broke, and so they didn't have any money to start another one,
and I realized that.
ever been

started,

Furthermore, the only way a co-op had
and I

had,

in the meantime,

before I

started this co-op, I went to the west coast and worked the
west coast on all the co-ops up there that had done well .
Then I

went to Denmark and Sweden and spent a summer over

there studying all the co-ops over there.

So I had spent lots

of time really working this thing out to where I felt like I
could make it work.
So consequently, I felt like that I could do it, and I
decided in order to do it I had to start a whole new kind of
co-op, one that had never started before, nothing had ever
been done by it before .

And what I said was that instead of

advancing sixty or seventy percent--see, in all co-ops either
the farmer had to put up the capital to start, or he had to
put his commodity in and just take an advance .
get the full market price.
sell

it

happened.

for

more,

he

lost

He could not

So consequently, if they didn't
money,

and

that

is

what

had

There had been a gradual--the farm economy was
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going down,

and every co- op was losing money and farmers

getting less than they did outside, and so it just broke them
all.
I said to them, " We are going to set up an entirely new
kind of co- op that's never been set up as far as I know any
time any place in the world , and we might--we probably--maybe
we'll go broke .
go.

Now,

They say we will, but I think we can make it

we're going to pay you the top price for every

commodity, and we're going to pay you the full amount the day
you deliver the product.

You're not going to wait for forty

percent of your money and wait to see what we got for it.
We're going to give you the full amount that day.
can't

lose.

Now ,

you

might

win,

but

you

So you

can't

lose.

Furthermore, your farm production supplies, what you ' ve done
is cause lots of your poverty. "
Now, lots of people said I was the meanest man they ever
heard

talk

to

farmers,

but

they

had

been

told

by

the

politicians the reason why they were hungry and naked that
everybody was

robbing

them.

Well,

there's

robbing, but that wasn't the whole story.
the

economics

was

bad .

There's

one

probably some

The whole story was
thing

you

learn

in

economics and that is that the only way you have a high scale
of living is high productivity per individual.
to produce it.

Somebody's got

You can't wish it, or hope it, or dream it, or

even expect the government to put it in your pocket.

That
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will finally give out too.

So consequently, the only way you

are going to have a high scale of living is high productivity.
Well, we were the economic problem number one of this
part of the world.

We were the low productivity, and so I

said to the farmers,
pattern.

We

are

"Now, we're going to change your whole

not

only

going

to

do

a

better

marketing, but we're going to produce something.
to produce something.

job of

You've got

You're not producing anything."

Now, I'd hold meetings, and I had either [been) in school
with or taught every county agent .

So when I'd hold a meeting

these county agents would get the farmers out.

Our first big

meeting I had at Carrollton I had eight thousand farmers, and
so I

had them all there,

talker they ever heard .
straight why I'm here.
hungry and naked.

and they said I

was the meanest

But I'd say to them, "Now, let's get
Now,

I'm not here because you're

And I can see you're naked because all you

got is one denim shirt,

and it's patched and one pair of

overalls, and it's patched, and no shoes .

You're barefooted.

Now, I can see that, and I'm sure that lots of you are hungry
too because you don't have the right kind of food in the right
amount.

But I'm not here because of that, because the way you

are farming,

you're getting exactly what you deserve.

ought to be hungry and naked .

You

You ought to starve to death."

But I said, "The only reason why I'm here is because of your
wife and children.

Unfortunately, they are hungry and naked,
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and they haven't done anything to deserve what's happening to
them, and my sympathy is with them, not with you. "
Well,
attention.

by then I had them so mad I

at least had their

Then I started in on them, see.

me show you what you're doing .
sense whatsoever. "

It's crazy!

I said, " Now, let
Makes no economic

I said, " The kind of fertilizer you are

buying, you're buying nine-three-three, ten-two- two, eighttwo-two."

I

said,

"There's

no

way,

and

I'm

a

trained

agricultural scientist, there's no way you can make fertilizer
that sorry unless you put at least twelve or fourteen hundred
pounds of sand in every ton .
you're buying sand.
don't need anymore,

Instead of buying fertilizer,

You've got all the sand you need.

and no wonder you're hungry and naked.

Anybody that's stupid enough to buy sand,
hungry and naked! "
I'm saying,

You

you ought to be

" Now, " I said, "If you don't believe what

you can go to the fertilizer plant.

Now,

you

might not see it going in there in the daytime, but it's got
to go in there.

It will either go in the daytime, or it will

go in at night,

truck loads of sand or car loads of sand.

There's no way they can make it that sorry, I'm telling you,
unless they put that much sand in it.

Now, you have got to

quit this foolishness and quit buying sand.
"Now, we're going to put in a fertilizer plant and we're
going to take the sand out.

No sand is going in it.

We're

going to double your plant food, and then I want you to buy
twice as much of the new fertilizer as you've been buying the
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old .

That will give you four times the plant food .

double your yield in one year.
poverty situation.

I

I can

can get you out of this

I can double your yield in one year, if

you'll do what I'm saying."
They said,

" Well, how are we going to finance it? "

I

said, " My bank in Atlanta is calling the banks out here, and
we're going to work it out.
you any money,
fertilizer

Now, they're not going to give

but they'll put up the money to get you the

because

if

you

got

the money

you'd

You're so hard pressed, you'd let it get away.

spend

it.

But they'll do

that, and I can work your finances out to where we can get you
the fertilizer,

see .

Now,

furthermore,

you're buying seed

that won't germinate, and you can't have a good crop with a
poor germination, and third, you're buying insecticides that
won't kill insects. "
Now,

we're

going

I said, " You're doing everything wrong.
to

change

this

whole

pattern .

And

furthermore , when you produce it, we're going to market it
better than it's ever been marketed.
of cotton, we

For example, in the case

heretofore everything's just been bought

and sold on a bulk basis before and after the rain.

That's

about the way the thing's been done. "
" Now, " I said, " We ' re going to put in a system of grading
the cotton so that it is graded exactly.

We're going to put

in a system of stapling the length of your cotton, and then
we're going to the mills and say to the mil ls:
help you.

We can increase your productivity.

'Now we can

We can give you
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a thousand bales or ten thousand bales that is exactly the
same

in both grade and staple,

productivity in your mill.

and

it will

increase your

All these where they use spindles

in mills putting the fiber together to make thread.'"

I said,

" They got lots of down because the staple is not the same, and
they got lots of employees in there putting it back together.
Now, if we can do it the way I think we can do it, we could
greatly stop that in mills, and then I can say to the mills:
'If we do that you give us more money.

We're entitled to more

money .'"
I said, " So consequently, we're not going to only do that
domestically,

but I'm going to try to develop a market all

over the world because we've got to export lots of products,
and I'm going to try to develop a world market, not just a
domestic market ."

I

said,

realize, but it's doable .

" This sounds very ambitious,

I

It's something that can be done.

And now if you fellows will get in here, and I'm saying to you
in the case of farm production supplies,
feed,

seed,

insecticides,

competitive there.

we're

going

like fertilizers,
to

be

completely

We're going to--quality considered--we're

going to be as cheap or cheaper than anybody.
" So you haven't got anything to lose .

Now,

if we lose

the money," I said , "I put my money in, and the bank has put
its money in, and if there's any money lost, it's going to be
my money and it's going to be the bank's money.
your money .

It won't be

So you can't scream that you lost money in this
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co-op.

Now, you might have lost money in co- ops in the past,

but this co-op is going to run a different way.
go broke,

but if we do,

Now, we might

we won't go broke on your money.

We'll go broke on my money and on the bank's money."

I said,

" The bank understands that. "
I would go to the bank and talk to Mr.

[H . Lane) Young

nearly once a week, at least, because , you see, we were taking
a great risk.

I would say to him--I'd try to tell him all the

bad things that I could think of .

Of course, I wanted to be

certain he understood the risk he was taking, and I'd say,
"Mr . Young,

durn if I don't believe I'm going broke. "

He

said, " Oh, hell, D. W., you're not thinking about going broke.
You know exactly what you're doing .
it. "

You go on back .

Forget

I said, " Well, now your money is up here, you know.

understand you got your money. "

You

He said, "I understand that. "

But he said, " I never have lost any money on anybody who knew
what they were doing and who were honest."

He said, " You have

thoroughly convinced me you know what you're doing, and you're
honest,

and you'll do it .

Now,

you go on back and forget

about this going broke business . "
Well, fortunately, I never had a loss.
years and never had a loss.

I went forty-five

[I] made money all the time, but

that was probably accidental to some extent, because looking
backward that was almost impossible, I mean, that you could.
But everything worked just right.
you, the co-op bank carne along.

Now,

let me show

[Franklin Delano) Roosevelt
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put in the Farm Credit Administration and it came along .

So

it gave me a chance to go there for money, and so I started
borrowing on my cotton over there.
they really weren't bankers .
fertilizer

plant,

see,

I

They were nice people, but

So when I

bought the first

was sitting there

hemorrhage trying to get my hands on a

just having a

fertilizer plant.

Sometimes it looks like things just drop in your lap, but the
fertilizer plant at Carrollton, the fellow that owned it was
a cotton mill man .

The fellow who was running it died, and he

didn't have anybody to run the plant and he closed it down,
and so he called me .
call me.

I was sitting there waiting for him to

He called me and said that he was wanting to sell

the plant, see.
So I went over there on Saturday morning, and, see, I
didn't have any money .

I mean, I was screaming to get a dime.

So he said, "Now, I've been figuring on this thing .
two

or

three

something. "

hundred

thousand

But

said,

he

dollars

"Anyway,

everything is terrible and I know that.

for
the

the

plant

depression

I'll sacrifice .

sell it for thirty - five thousand dollars to you. "
head,

and he said ,

can't pay it. "
five

hundred."

" Well, what's the matter? "

He said, "What can you pay? "
[Laughter)

He said,

I paid
or
and
I'll

I shook my
I

said,

"I

I said, "Thirty-

"That's ridiculous.

You're crazy. "
We sat there and talked all day until six o'clock that
night, and finally he said to me, " Now, let's quit all this
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foolishness .
dollars. "
I

said,

Now,

you will give me

I said, " No. "

" Thirty-five hundred. "

thirty - five hundred? "
thousand,

but I

dollars. "

What will you give me? "

He said,

" Why do you say

Well, I said, " I don't have thirty-five

do have

thirty- five hundred,

thirty - five

hundred.

I

can pay

but I don't have thirty-five thousand

"Well, " he said, " It's the craziest thing I ever

heard of in my life.
plant.

Said, "Why?

thirty-five thousand

I

I didn't intend to give you the durn

intended to sell it to you.

haven't got any use for

But, " he said,

"I

it and there's no use me keeping

things sitting over there idle ."

He said, " Crazy as it is, I

reckon I'll just give it to you, so give me the thirty-five
hundred dollars ."

So I

ran over and got the thirty-five

[hundred dollar ] check over at my cotton warehouse that I had
going, and I gave him the check.
Well fortunately,
plants .

I knew a good deal about fertilizing

I had studied them and spent lots of time working on

them because I was getting ready to do that job.
of the jobs I was going to do.

That was one

Well, he had a whole lots of

excess machinery in the plant that I didn't need, and so I
went to work on selling the machinery to people, and in about
two weeks I sold that extra machinery out, and I got forty-two
hundred dollars for it .

So I got my thirty-five hundred back

and seven hundred more .
Well now, to show you how these things happen, though:
well, the co-op bank over at Columbia that was financing my
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cotton heard that I ha d bought a fertilizer plant .

So I get

a telegram from them that if I did not sell that plant in
thirty days, they'd cal l my cotton loan.
can't get it any worse than that.

Well, you see, you

I mean, that's about as bad

as you can do.
So I jump [in] the car and go over there, and we had a
knock- down-drag-out .

They said , "We financed several co- op

fertilizer plants and every one of them went broke.
want to finance any more broke ones . "
you to finance it.

I said, "I don ' t want

I just want you to get out of my way, see.

I can finance through the bank in Atlanta.
of my way.
doing.

Now,

You just get out

You quit trying to stop me, and I know what I ' m
I know all about those that went broke, and I

know why they went broke : the way they operated.
ought to have gone broke.
sand,

too .

We don't

Now,

fertilizer industry.

I'm

But they

All they was doing was selling

going

to

revolutionize

this

whole

I'm going to change the whole pattern

completely and make a new world.
of my way, I can do that. "

And if you'll just get out

Well, I finally convinced them , at

least enough to where they got out of the way, that I knew
what I was doing .
Well, of course, as I said , I came back and I had the
meetings with farmers and said to them,

"Now,

I can change

your- - I can stop this hunger and poverty if you wil l do what
I want done, " and I said, " I'm going to take this sand out of
this thing,

and I'm going to put the right ingredients in
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there.

I'm going to double your productivity."

I said to the

banks that were financing, I said, "Y' all really have no right
to

take

the

risk

you're

taking

with

farmers

with

your

depositing money because the way they are farming and the kind
of fertilizer they are using, they haven't got a prayer to pay
you back unless they take it out of the mouths of the wives
and children and off of their backs.

That's the only way they

can pay it back, but if you will lend them enough money now to
let me give them the right kind of fertilizer, and the right
amount of fertilizer,

and the right kind of seed,

and the

right kind of insecticide, I can double their production, and
I can stop your risk.

So if you'll get in here and pitch [in)

with me and help, I can stop this risk."
Then I--see, you can realize lots of the merchants, lots
of

the

"Here's

business
this

brainstorming. "

people

university

were

very

professor

skeptical .
with

They

whole

said,

lots

of

University professors back in those days were

not very acceptable in the business community.

I mean, they

thought you were serious, and that you had brainstorms and
everything,
see.

and so you weren't supposed to know that much,

So consequently, they were screaming bloody murder, you

know, and probably discouraging some farmers from joining.
So I met with business community some and I said, " Now ,
let me explain.

The per capita income of farmers is seventy-

two dollars, and there's nobody here can make a dime off of a
farmer making seventy- two dollars .

Now,

you are broke and
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he's broke.

Now,

if you'll let me alone,

I

can double or

quadruple that thing, and he'll have some money to spend with
you.

He'll have some money to put in the bank; he'll have

something for his wife and children.

Now, you quit screaming

and give me a chance to prove whether I can do it or not.
give me a chance.
okay.

You

If you give me a chance and I can't do it,

But if I can do it, you give me a chance to do it."

So

I had a real knock-down-drag-out, you know, with the business
community.

But anyway, I had the banker in Atlanta to back me

up, see, and he was the biggest banker in this part of the
world,

so he was very helpful.

questions about me,

I'd say,

call Lane Young,

" Y'all got any

C&S Bank. "

about as good a reference as you can get, see.

So that's

So anyway, I

got the business community to where they were saying, " Okay,
we'll see what you do. "
Well fortunately,
mean, I did.

of course, what I did was right.

I doubled the yield.

I

I could jump it right up,

and I started them on all kinds of programs to do that because
that was the fundamental key to your poverty and hunger.

Now,

see, as I got scattered--see, when I first made a success at
carrollton, and everybody thought, "Well, good gosh, this is
a new revolution, " then I got invitations to go everywhere.
So

I

could

put

patterns

in

everywhere,

see.

Well

consequently, I decided, " Well, I'm going to quit this whole
hunger deal as fast as I can whip it ."

Well, having been at

the college, and having taught over there at the university,
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and havi ng known all the county agents that worked with them,
either as students or with them, I could get lots of help.
So, one of our real problems was corn production .

The

highest acreage in Georgia--we had over five million acres of
corn at that time.
bushels per acre.

The average yield was ten and a half
It had been ten and a half bushels for

fifty years, had n ot moved.

Well, to me, I knew all that was

going to produce was poverty, see.

So I had to whip that one .

So I went to the college and the county agent group , and I
said,

" Now,

I'll put up the money for all the prizes and

everything if we'll put in a one hundred bushel corn contest
for the 4 - H boys , the FFAs (Future Farmers of America), and
for the grown people.

We got to get out of this ten and a

half bushels per acre thing.

It's killing us .

Murder!

And

if y'all will get in here and help me, well , I'll put up the
money, see, for all the prizes and everything. "

So they said

okay.
So we put in that program.

Well, it wasn't long until we

had boys producing a hundred bushels per acre.
men

producing

a

hundred

bushels .

We

then

We had grown
had

enough

curiosity--this farmer ' s making ten and a half bushels-- he
could go over to his neighbor and find out how he made a
hundred.

So we brought it on up and finally got the average

yield up to eighty bushels per acre, see, from ten and a half.
So I'm saying that we did lots of this pattern thing , see.
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Now consequently,
angles.

we were attacking poverty

from all

I mean, I was sitting there saying we got to do this,

we got to do that , we got to whip this poverty thing, we ' ve
got

to

get

rid

of

it,

and

get

it

out

of

here .

Now

consequently, of course, the Cotton Producers was the name at
that time because that was a big name, and I decided we could
do that, but, of course , it didn' t describe what we were doing
at all.

The cotton was just one of the items we were doing.

So finally I said to growers (at) our first big meeting,
I said, " Now, as an economist I notice that the farmers who
are surviving the depression here are the diversified farmers .
You've got not only cotton, but you've got grain, and you've
got maybe cattle, you've got hogs, you've got several sources
of income.

You're the ones surviving.

farmer is dead.
co-ops ,

He died.

This one gallus [?)

And the cause all this trouble in

and I've studied lots--I've spent lots of time-- is

this one gallus co-op.
make it go.

You can't take one little item and

You've got to have several items , and then you

can spread the overhead, and you can do it fifty percent of
what you've been doing.

And you can do it so much better, and

so I'm going to have a very diversified co- op, see, and we're
going to build it that way. "
Well, of course, gradually I did.
fertilizer, feed , seed, insecticide.
institution.

I mean step by step:

Well, we got to be a big

I mean, we not only grew here, but as the co-ops

would go broke and get out of the way, we'd spread .

We kept
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spreading,

and then I

opened markets a 11 over the world.

Every summer I'd take the summer off and go around the world
putting

in

sales

offices,

and

putting

in

new

ones,

and

visiting the old ones, and so I was opening the markets of the
world all the time.
Now cotton, of course, was the big item at that time, but
I

immediately began to diversify.

Soybeans, when I

was a

professor at the university, I had brought fifty varieties of
soybeans out of China in order to run tests on them because I
felt like there was some opportunity for soybea ns in this part
of the world .

I had some for feed because we had, at that

time, we had mules to feed, and some for grain, a n d we needed
that for feed, you know , to make soybean meal a nd all .
ran those experiments over there .
there, see.

I

got them when I

So I
was

So I decided, well, now we needed to move this

soybean thing into this area, which we did, and spread it all
over the South here , which was a great addition at that time.
It

was

a

tremendous

improvement

and

tremendous

income.

Well, cotton was not doing too well over the world, and
you can ' t sell cotton too much higher than the world market .
You can sell it some higher, but what was happening was the
government came in and started giving allotments, trying to
control production and allotments to farmers, and they have
given them four or five acres of cotton.

I

sit down and

figure economica lly if you got a dollar a bale for it, you're
still going to starve to death because they weren't producing
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anything, and that wasn't the a n swer.

I mean, you had to have

high productivity, n ot low productivity.

So consequen tly, I

began to look: how do we change it?
So

one

Everybody

of

the

thought

opportunities

I

was

crazy

was

poultry,

(laughter )

broilers.

when

I

started

broilers, but it looked to me like if you put the research in
broilers that I was planning to put in, that we might make it ,
instead of the most expensive meat,
cheapest

meat

chickens.

that

there

was

we might make it the

available .

Every farmer had chickens .

I'm going to do a run on this one. "

Everybody

had

So I decided, "Well,
So consequently, I did

lots of research in breeding and in disease control.

So we

started then putting in big operations of chickens--broilers.
Of course, we had lots of trouble because when you concen trate
people,

or

animals,

or

birds,

or

problem multiplies many times over.

anything,

your

disease

So we had lots of disease

in our poultry, and sometimes it will wipe out whole bunks of
broilers.

But

disease.

Of

inoculations .

we

gradually

course,

now

learned
Gold

how

Kist

to

control

produces

its

the
own

We do everything, and we inoculate these birds

when they are one day old and everything, and we practically
eliminated disease entirely .
Well, of course, that was another world when we started
the broiler business.

I started it not too many years after

I started Gold Kist in '33, you know .
broilers,

see.

I

had

it

going .

Well, by '40 I was in
I

was,

of

course,

in
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fertilizers,

and

seeds,

and

insecticides,

I

was

everything I could move as fast as I could move it.
had

our

successes.

troubles
[When]

and

problems,

I started off,

but

we

a l so

moving
Well, we

had

great

it took four and a half

pounds . . . . (Cut off]
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